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Administration's drug policy
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know no method

...

By Rick Scales

most cases, counseling Is the
most effective remedy. Regarding disciplinary action against
drug users, Dean Coster emphasized, --"Expulsion is very

Most students indulging in the
use of illegal drugs wonder if
the College purposely ignores
drug use or Just does not know
what's going on.
Dean of Students Doris Coster summarized the administration's position, stating, "We are
not actively searching out users
because we feel that the resident
staff Is in a reasonably good
position to detect excessive or
damaging use of drugs."
The College has taken the position that drug use is symptomatic
of maladjustment, and that, In

Doris Coster
Expulsion ia harsh . . .

I

vely sea rching out users

In-dep- th

report

harsh because it means that the
person doesn't really understand

is' happening to him." As
a result of this policy, for the
past five years, the College has
what

not expelled a student solely
for the use of drugs.
Administrative Intern Jay
Yutzey, like Dean Coster, stressed counselling, which he thinks

has been more effective, than
formal, legal action, " We put
a lot or stock In the resident
staff, Dr. Startzman, Mrs. Gordon Shull, clinical psychologist,
and J. Barrle Shepherd." The
administration has felt that excessive use of drugs andor
alcohol has conflicted
"with
students and having them deveibp
as students and as people. As
Yutzey said, it views drug use
continued on page four
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Faculty to consider continuation of IFQ
The Educational Policy Committee has recommended to the
faculty that the Integrated Freshman Quarter be added to the
curriculum on , a continuing
basis. The faculty will consider 'this suggestion at their
April 23 meeting.
The three faculty members
conducting the Integrated Freshman Quarter (IFQ) - Henry Her
ring, oraaxee naran, ana
William Kleffer - were generally
pleased with the success of this
year's experimental program.
They presented their observations, conclusions, and recommendations in a report to the
Educational Policy Committee
(EPC).
"The primary purpose of the
Quarter," the report indicates,
"was to introduce the student
to the concepts and components
education." '
of a liberal-ar- ts
completing
IFQ,
Of 42 students
only three believed that the
Quarter had little value In enlarging and clarifying "their
-

.

views of a liberal education."
The program was also designed to encourage students to
consider their Individual educational objectives and to "provide
htm with some of the Ideas and
Information he needs to make
Intelligent choices about fals educational program."
Work for IFQ was done in
three areas: the theories of
disciplines,' concepts of education, and the auditing program.
ts,
Exploring the philosophy,
and methods of the
natural sciences, the social
sciences, and the humanities was
the object of the theories of
disciplines segment. Each of
the three faculty members representing their discipline lectured four times a week for three
weeks. According to the report,
"The faculty believed their segment of the program to be most
effective."
Students, too, generally felt,
that this was effective. However, they disagreed with' the
con-cep-

.

--

faculty In determining Its relative rank with the other portions. Five assigned It the
most effective portion, eight
felt It was second, and 15 ranked
It third. Although the bulk of
the participants were satisfied
with the lecture method, some
indicated that more discussion
and greater Interaction between
both the Instructors and between
students would be desirable. "The concepts of education
concentrated on readings selected to raise the issue of a liberal
education and other educational
philosophies for the purpose of
clarifying the student's idea of
what his education might be."
Work for this section involved
participation in discussion
groups, reading, and writing.
The papers were used to evaluate the students' writing ability.
The
students rated this
section first of the three; faculty considered It successful,"
but noted that it functioned unevenly. The quality of books
and discussion fluctuated, the
Instructors observed.
"Twenty -- eight (of 38) students felt that this part of the
program had 'clarified or modified' their plans at Wooster."
Auditing regular courses was

the third part of the IFQ program. This was Intended to
acquaint them with new areas
of study and to help future
course selection. Students sel--

the student's goals at the end
of the quarter was required.
This was considered "the most
valuable single element by the
faculty."
The report provoked a few
questions from the Educational
Policy Committee. First, they

ected their own courses, averaging 16 aptece, and kept a
the
Journal of reflections on
"Thirty-thr- ee
wanted to know If the particiof the
course.
students felt the audit program pants were above average students. Henry Herring admitted
would definitely affect
their
that If one uses board scores
decisions about courses to take
as a gauge, the freshman who
In the future.?
applied for IFQ were above
Students selected an average
average students. This appears
of six courses In subjects not
offered in high school. Many , Inevitable, he suspects, since
only those who apply can be
Indicated that they would take
some of these offerings later
chosen. He sees a broader
spectrum of applicants as the
in their college career. "Most
only means to have a more repprominent In these selections
resentative IFQ.
were economics, geology, philosophy, art and psychology."
Of these three sections, the
Also, EPC asked If this would
faculty considered It "the least
eventually replace Colloquium.
successful element." The reHerring noted that only 70 stuport suggests that "in future
dents applied this year. In adofferings this segment needs
the audit program
dition,
closer coordination so that stuconstrains the number of stu- -'
dents can go Into classes during
dents who can fit into the
program. Having the entire
units of study that are
and that correspond to
freshman class auditing courses
the studies of the disciplines
would
be to disruptive, he
going on in IFQ at the time."
replied. Therefore, he enEleven students rated it first,
visions, only one group of 45,
12 second and 15 third.
or, at most, two IFQ groups,
in the future.
Finally, an essay setting forth
self-contai-

ned

-

Free university seminar,
Ghandian Way subject
The College of Wooster will

offer another Free University
Seminar In May, 1973. Dr. Anlma
Bose, visiting Gillespie Professor, will be teaching and
leading the seminar, which will
be a follow-u- p of the Free University Seminar offered earlier
on the Gandhlan Way.
The title of this seminar will
D
be THE GANDHIAN
It will deal
GIFT MOVEMENT;
with the Gandhlan movement currently going on in India to effect
land reforms and Improve the
lot of the poor farmers and landless villagers. This movement
Is translation Into action of the
rfrnrihian way of
In resolving conflict and bringing about changes with a view
to "welfare of all," Instead
of Just the good of the greatest
WAY-LAN-

non-viole- nce

Stanlajr

Prdu

.Betsy Heorne, o Wooster graduate performed some of her own
compositions here lost Friday.

number.

The movement in India is led
by Vlnoba Bhave, a follower and
practlser of the Gandhlan Way.
He has brought about silent but
revolutionary changes In the
actual field-anhas stirred up
Interest In Europe and the USA
by using the
means
in the economic and social fields
in India.
d

non-viol- ent

The Free University Seminar
will be held on Thursdays, May
10, 17, and 24 at 7 p.m. through
9 p.m. in the Library Green
Room Enrollment starts April
24.
No previous experience, requirement, or knowledge of the
topic is necessary for this seminar. There. Is no. fee. for, the.
course. It Is open to the mem
.

bers of the Wooster community

and the College community.
The methodology will include
lectures, presentation by the

seminar

participants,

slide

shows and film presentations.
Two books recommended for the
seminar will be available at the
College Book Store. Participants' discussions led by the
teacher will be one of the highlights of the seminar In which
Individual experiences of the participants will play a major role.

Please call Mrs. Zimmerman,
4,
Faculty Secretary, at
ext. 301 or 302, Monday through
Friday, between 8:30 ajn. and
4:30 p.m., except during lunch
hour. Enrollment is limited to
15 people; therefore, early enrollment is recommended.
264-123-

Peg

two
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Act to keep Kittredge open
Students uncomfortable with Kittredge' 8 curtailed service should register
now with the Deans.
Rumors hint that the Administration will
decide to close Kittredge entirely next year. Furthermore, some suspect that the
decision will be made during the summer - after students are off campus - In order
to avoid dealing with adverse reactions. :
Assistant Dean William Baird admitted that the decision may be made
during the summer. ' The reason, he claims, is not that the executive staff desires
to avoid confrontations, but that certain factors, chiefly the size of the entering class,
are not known until summer. If enrollment drops, Baird explained, then, the argument
for closing Kittredge would be strengthened. Conversely, a stable or growing- student
population would argue persuasively for keeping Kittredge open.
Baird added that the effects of closing Kittredge .will not be assessed
until the end of the quarter. This, too, would seem to indicate that any decisionmaking will occur during the summer vacation.
.'
Consequently, students opposing the closing of Kittredge should air their
opinions now. Quite possibly the Executive Staffs will opt to leave Kittredge open, in
In the event that it was closed, students
which case there would be no problem.
would return too late to protest the decision. Rather, they would be faced with the
unlikely prospect of reversing the action,- - which is more difficult than influencing

their displeasure

It is impractical for all the students to contoct the daans individually;
therefor.

07

To the Editor:
I am writing at this time
to correct an obvious error
in observation which I noted
among the letters to the
editors of this past Friday.
I would like to publicly

address myself to Mr. or
Ms. "Name withheld" with
regards "puberty rites"
and the College of Wooster.
I will first note the inaccuracies of hisherIts'
letter and then clarify to
the College what I see as
Che constructive purpose
of

hell-wee-

should

-

Persecuted
'brother9
strikes back
-

SG A

k.

I would like first to note
that our mystery writer
seems to have a misplaced
sense of values in equating
the
following:
puberty
rites initiation, religion,
tribal custom, transformation, baptism of sorts,
brotherhood, and a
atmosphere.
I
for one, am hard put to
find any viable connection
among these many
and
varied topics. However.
living-learni- ng

our mystery author supposedly does just that in
the third paragraph of his
letter. He even makes the
rather outlandish interpolation that heathenism
and Western religion may
be easily and readily equated with one another. This
may be so, but I tend to
think this most unlikely.

I would like to point out
-

"

-

she did so to show off her
masculinity. If you would
care to possess a section
Jacket, Joint fourth, fifth,
sixth, or eighth sections,
I'm sure they wouldn't be
too unreasonable. - r-- (And
if you're female and still
wish to assert your masculinity, Fourth Section is
I would like, to
.add on this note that I
bought my section jacket
for two reasons: It keeps
me warm, and, with the
continued - indiscriminate
and unreasoning persecution of fraternities at
Wooster, I wished to make
a visual and
social protest.

point that
conies to my attention
is
that the mystery ' writer
fails at any one singular
point in his letter to back
A

achieving manhood is cer- -.
tainly looking in an awfully
. strange way. In no instance
is punishment "arbitrary"
but Is entirely calculated
to acquaint the pledge with
how the section brothers,
are NOT and to emphasize
the Import of friendship
and unity.

that one of our female
members currently has
ordered a section jacket
and I gravely doubt that

second

away-feeling-

"

.

reservation

about hell-we- ek.
I would suggest to

Mr.Ms. "Name withheld"
that. .he- -. does . not;-- know
whereof he speaks and that'dj :
tire "f a eg ttc'i s unconcerned "J
enough to withhold his
name, along with his gross
inaccuracies, is ample
enough proof that he really
doesn't care.- - -

.

-

JEach
section , hasa
stereotype of one sort or
another but tbia stereotype
is not what forms the fraternity. It is friendship
- and mutual concern
of the
members for one another
and for the pledges mat ,
the section exists' and goes: "
through the hell-we- ek
each
year. I personally don't "
enjoy staying up the entire
night with the pledges yelling myself hoarse. I enjoy
it less than the pledges. But
I do it because I have what
might best be described as
a genuine concern for each
pledge, his concerns
needs, and ideas. If hell
week were as you described, I certainly would never
have joined a section. --

co-e- d.)

up his connection between
puberty rites and hell week.
He certainly makes a lot
of broad generalizations
which can neither be proven
nor disproven but at no
point does he make a statement of fact which might
or might not be proven.
Value -- Judgements, I be-

:
through it and came
I had undergone
viable and worthwhile ex- perience." I am a Quaker, .:,
a member of the Society
of Friends, and a staunch
pacifist and feel little

non-viol- ent

I would like, finally, to
answer to the inaccurate
and misleading assertation
hell-we- ek
that
is a process
I would like to next
through which individuals
deal with an obvious source
attain puberty. It is my
of resentment for
our - understanding that puberty
mystery writer, section
place in the average
jackets. Now I am the takes
individual
somewhere beproud owner of a Fourth
To my knowledge. First
tween his twelfth and sixSection jacket. It is not,
teenth year. Therefore, Section is the only. section
and never will be a symone who is looking to hell-we- ek which prohibits pledges
bol of masculinity for me.
as a method of from seeing women. The
criterion might be a little

lieve, will remain an Ineffective tool of argument.
"

.

...

Very truly yours,
Bruce C. Johnson ,
Corresponding Secre-- c
tary of Phi Omega Sigma
(Fourth Section)

--

Boycott

story
ill-tim-

To the Editor:
May we bring to the attention of interested members of the communltv rh
fact that the article on last

year's boycott which

foggy there, but as a rule.
I don't think too many-sec-tlo- re so afraid of
women that they must do
Published weakly during the academic year except
Member of United States Press Association and
likewise. - As for "ritual
holidays and examination period by tha students of the Ohio Newspaper Association. Entered mm second class
dancing," , I don't under--I
College of Wooster.
Opinions expressed in editorials matter In tha Post Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription
stand the ritual aspect of
and features are not necessarily thoae of- tha staff and rates:
$6.00 per year, second cfass; $9.00 per year. I
After a difficult week,
should not be construed as representing administration
it.
"
policy.
I the new brothers could
ns

hich

'

I probably engage in dancing
a tvI rlrtnlrlncr hppr wffhrurr -

National

This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the I
editor.
Letters should be typed, double-epace- d,
and
preferably under 300 words. Address all correspondence I
to VOICE. The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691,

Tha, offices are located on. tha bottom- floor of
Lowry Center 8.
4,
Bos: 31S7; phone:
-

G-1-

1433.

264-123-
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too much fear of serious
moral or psyeme damage.
This is not what makes
die brotherhood. ... The
has . been
(brotherhood
formed well before the first
drop of beer is consumed.
fa t closing, I would like
i to say that, to best under-I, Stand
hell Wfflr
ww, nno
" TVrrtfw
'

lablv has

w"w

rn anrliira tte

. horrible rigors and "arU
trary lshment,'; I wen,'

.
.

--w-
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The publication of this
3

.

National Advertising Representative:
Educational Advertising Service.

ap- -'

peared in the April 13 issue
of the VOICE was prepared
some months ago- on the
basis of interview material
was gathered in
-

-

.

ed

"artlclear this dates gives
a.

UlSLUllCU ESlliUlwwLllwC

lu

the issued and the article
itself gives a distorted significance to the problems
associated with the football
program (the boycott was 1
an indictment of the entire
college "community). Be- - "
cause . of - these things, wt
believe that the putUca- - k
--

;

.

)

--

Hon : of ; this" . article was

unfortunate.

r

-

:

;

.

".' David Elwell.t

Doris Coster-

.

-

v'r

!

'
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Reel world

Crime does pay (for

'

premely

by Bob Hetherington

;

"In its most popular form, the
great question that is bound to
haunt anyone who writes regu- about films is, "Have you
lately?" A truly
anything
liked
adept critic will stare brazenly
at the questioner ; and reply,
'There are quite a few films
I would have liked to like' or
something similarly ambiguous.
But if the question is embarrassing because, to look at your
columns, you really haven't liked
anything
lately,
you're in
trouble. I had to go to Clev- eland, in one case, and England,
in the other, to find them, but

;
:
y
j-larl-

-.-

class

self-confide-

.

-

J

;

v

game-playi-

Olivier and Michael Caine in
SLEUTH.
There are times - when Lord

Laurence seems a little too
grand for the part a bit too
much of the .great, actor to be
squeezed , into such miniature
shenanigans, without j , slightly
ripping mem, but he brings a
marvelous charm to the screen,
and a laudable restraint in never
pulling out the stops in his su- --

.

.

cost you $5 a ticket: I saw it in
London for $3 and you can -- see
it next "week in Cleveland for an,
as of yet, unannounced, price.
As stories go, I would call this
one a standard Continental ex- port film. A man at the end of
his rope over losing his wife
meets a girl under ambiguous
and together
circumstances,
an erogenous
they enter-in- to
zone of magic isolation. They
exchange affections, insults, and'
some platitudes that sort of
sound like truths, and it looks
for a while that they might have
found each other.
But no; he
has spent his courage, and she
has not, learned wisdom. So the
idyll cracks and we all go home
muttering about how sensitively

.
,

nce

film an addedtotally irr eleven!, but delightfully irresistiblemythic fascination: the
duel between the great Shakespearean stage actor,-anthe
modern film idol. The drama's
underlying theme the skills of
experienced age versus the
resourcefulness of youth is thus
couched in histrionic as well as

--

.

--

these Europeans

capture the

poignant nuances of small inner

human terms, .v.
- It is a first rate film all the
way around, quite an achievement
a plav that is over two and
for
one half hours of minimal action
and maximum talk. E specially

lives.

Bui the story line is not what
has drawn all the hoopla that
It is
TANGO has attracted.
the film's treatment of sex

effective is the cleverly orchestrated main theme, the tanta-lizientr an cements of the toys
and games in the estate, and
tiie cinematography of Oswald
Morris, , who sensitively utilizes
color and shading to make dusky
interiors as various and poig-

I would caution those of you
who will go to see it (and some-

thing so fragile and sensitively
' composed as this deserves to
be seen) not to expect a skin
flick. The eroticism of this
film is largely thematic rather
nant as other dnematographers'
than graphic, and you will be
brightly lit exteriors. A clever
make to think and evaluate more
film with outstanding acting per- - .
man you will be aroused. This
formances.
film be
is a precedent-breakiI suspect that you would all
cause of its treatment of sex on
prefer being forced to read the
the screen, but even in its most
Campus Council minutes than
pornographic moments, Brando
another paragraph about THE
has most of his clothes on, and
. LAST
TANGO IN - PARIS,
a ' - there are no shots of intermingby
French
direcfilm
Italian
the
ling genitalia.
My own predisposition toward
tor ' Bernardo BertuluCd, starring the American Marlon
sex in film 3 is that- sex is not
- at - Wounded -- Knee
just another aspect of life; it is
Brando, and accorded a 6,000
an aspect which should be, in
proper circumstances, invar- encomium in the New Yorker,
a cover story in both Time and"
iably private. Therefore, when
Newsweek and the added notoriety
made public, the impact is disof an obscenity trial in Italy.
proportionate. The risk is that
Everyone in Christendom seems
the photography, rather than ento have formed an opinion about
riching the characterizations,
this film, whether they have seen
can easily make clinical oddities
of them. LAST TANGO EM PARIS
it or not. In New York it will
.

who

an

:

ng

--

review)

-

d

--

is
having an affair with the writer's
wife. Milo Tindle, the lover, is
invited :.over to Andrew Wyke's
ng
estate; for some
not seen on the screen since
Albee threw a party with George -and Martha. This one is every
bit as caustic, and a lot more
fun. - Moreover, one has to think
back about as far as VIRGINIA "
WOOLF- - to come up with' a pair
of performances "asemarkable V
as those delivered by Laurence
Kalian-Englishm-

powerful abilities.
Michael Caine has always struck
me as more of a personality
than a performer, but to his part
of Milo he brings an impudent
enjoyment of his masculinity,
a canny proletarian refusal to be
snowed by the excessive refinements of his opponent, and the
of the plebian
.
risen by sheer shrewdness.
Together, these two give the

-

:

I located a couple of good ones.
I have read somewhere that
if your friend tells you very
much about SLEUTH he isn't
your friend, and that makes
writing about this movie rather
difficult. Let me just say thatt
Anthony Shaffer has a great time
writing a quadruple cross into
his conception of a perfect crime,
as plotted by. a high class mys- tery story writer and a lower

a good

ng

-

Bury-My-Os- car

grants me my predisposition and
surpasses it in the same stroke.
Sex. was more truly the subject
of other, earlier film 9 where
sex itself could scarcely be
mentioned and had to remain
implicit. Bertulucci' s stratagem
is to make sex the metaphor
(not a train entering a tunnel
to represent Intercourse, or a
breaking crystal goblet) so that
sex must now imply the larger
relationship of which it is only
a part. Its. treatment of the
subject is intensely private and
delicately suggestive of a more
meaningful human relationship.
I have intentionally said nothing that would unravel the threads
of the themes or help to understand the intricacies of LAST
TANGO, because I suspect that
the associations are best left
private for the viewer himself
to enjoy. No matter what has
been said, and has yet to be said,
about this film , it must be granted
that Bertulucci has transformed
that which is inherently pornographic into a high order of art.
That is not only a humane accomplishment, but also a considerable one.
COMING ATTRACTIONS:

truly
heterosexual, a

last week's Talk Show series Wednesday in Babcock
featured Father Sebian.the
social activist
who has done terrific work
in Cleveland and .who came
to present his case for his
mission in the Central
171
well-kno-

wn

lniMHnn naNnn.if
vador.
J. Z

--

"

5a1

'-

--

-

Two nrrfnta

vara

against) are supported covertly and overtly by the
Catholic churches in those
same nations! As the student remarked: "They have
the best houses, the biggest cars, - and pay the
workers the same wages
mat the oligarchy pays and
on every Sunday the poor
come to the church with
their finest possessions to
give to the priests'

raiarxi

while I was in attendance
oat rd like to discuss
....- ,
luxmer..
.:
The first was ralsedby a
foreign .student from the
country : of Colombia and .
concerned the fact that in '
many
Latin American
countries the same iniquities, corruption, inhuman-nes- s,
and insensibility mat
are maintained ' by the
oligarchy, the military, and
the political puppets of the
status-qu-o
(all of whom
Father Sebian's troupe of
Catholic
concerned
priests; ' sisters, and lay
people

Father Sebian claimed
mat no such thing occurred
in Salvador, which' I really

.

. .

were-.flBihtU,-

.

M

.

doubt, and he labeled alT
those who engage in such
activities as neurotic and.
the point
being mat while this man is
out crusading among the
poor in the name of the
Church, mat very Church
Cor at least one with the
same name) is involved in
the oppression of these
people. In other words is
up
it not more apt to cleanone
one's back yard before
goes about scouring those
anti-Christi- an,"

--

or others?

The second point I raised
to the Father myself and
itinvolved the "clean-u- p
self. The Setdan plan supposedly contained no measure of North American
cultural norm 3. What the
people wanted is what they
would get. However, I noticed in his references to
the teaching centers and
education programs that
his outfit sponsored, the
Father made remarks like
"We trained sixty five MEN

...these MEN come once a
week. --one MAN stood up

ancL.."

case refers to beastly and boring rather than corpses and
catsup . . . - If you must have
more of Hermie, Benjy and
Oscky you would do better to
wait for the LCB showing of
SUMMER OF '42 and pass up
the newly released CLASS OF
'44 . . . On Wednesday night
in Mateer, Chakhov, Vanessa
Redgrave, James Mason, and
Simone Signoret Indulge in a
lot of soul searching, unrequited
breast beating, and the revelation of- - the insignificance of the
individual in THE SEAGULL.

I thought. What's
with that?
Father Sebian men explained that his organization purposely Ignored the
women and demanded "that
those men stand up on their
own two feet and support
So?

WRONG

their families..." etc. etc.

Heaven forbid that women
should be doing that! Who
knows, some day they might
nominate a female Pope and
we couldn't have mat, now,
could we.

The fact is we couldl
And furthermore, to ignore
of organization and to set
about building a patriarchal
one is not only a waste, but
a clear indication of North
American norms. When

I realized
Good Lord!
that be had run a very North
patriarchial
American
number on those people, they finally started educa-in- g
and when I asked him "Isn't
women - two years
this an example of forcing later! - they did so as husyour norms on people?" band and wife couples
he answered: "But those (sound familiar).
running
were
women
everything, they were the
"But they could have
political base,me religious
officials, and practically kicked us out." he told us.
the heads of the families."' Sure they could. Here were.
,

and

BLOODY . SUNDAY, on Friday,
Bloody, in this
Good Friday.

an entire matriarchal form

"

bi-sex- ual,

a homosexual) dominates the
in SUNDAY,
relationships

Honor thy father AND thy mother!
by Chuc

A

triangle ..(a

tri-sex- ual

:

700,000 people whom he

described as living BELOW
the subsistence level and
his group came offering
money, education and hope;
no one is going to refuse

that.
Surely a lot of good can
come of the Father Sebians
of this world.- - I admire
those who bring food to the
starving, leaders to the
dreams to
leaderless,
and nights
days
whose
those
are nightmares. But how
long can leaders live in the
shadow of a hostile power

structure? Should not men
In his position be seeking
ways to insure that the
flow of food and hope continues to the people and
not
the pockets of the
greedy upper class or
clergy?

anti-Christ- ian

And as for themisculine
strategies that will not tolerate women in decision
making positions, I say that
respect for thy father is
somewhat diminished when
one likewise falls to honor
thy mother!

Pag
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more on

Administration drug policy
continued from page ena

as a

and not

"people-center- ed

an
matter.
Administrative Intern Jim
Stohl, however, brought up the
problem of pushing on campus,
which both Dean Coster and
Yutzey had vociferated against
issue-center- ed

earlier.

College is

"The

REALLY against dealing, and it
has happened in the past. He
indicated that, in dealing with
pushers, the position stated within the Scot's Key would be upheld,

"It is a particularily serious
offense to sell, provide, share,
or distribute drugs illegally. Any
such offense, on or off campus,
may result In suspension of the
offender from the College.
--

Chief of Security Robert Sherman applied College policy to

can and respond to it by transporting the Individual to medical
authorities." When further
questioned
whether Security,
checks dorms, Sherman replied,'
We don't do any Investigative
work and we don't have undercover people on campus.
'

non-stud- ent

seems, finally, that the
is a 'special enclave.
If students desire to use drugs,
they can as long as they do not

out of the residence hall unless
your called. He concluded saying, "The officer Is here to help
a person without arresting him,
but failure to comply with an
officer, for example, physical
assault, win be met with arrest.'

blatantly flout the law and provoke the authorities to Inevitable,
though reluctant, reaction.

Class

of '17 presents

Wurster on environ: ental law
Students Interested in public
policy on environmental quality
are invited to discuss current
ecological Issues with Dr. t
Charles Wurster, a natlonally-know- n
researcher in the field of
ecology, who win visit the campus next week.
-

Jim Stohl
Ohio law requires that the
power to make arrests can only
be granted to members of a
Sheriffs or a City Police Dept.
The COW Security force is,
therefore, authorized to make
arrests through the Wooster
City Police Dept.
In fact,
Security is technically a part

I Friday, May 4

Give
.

a pint!

On Tuesday, May 1st, the Red
Cross Blood Mobile win make
Its spring visit to the College
of Wooster Campus. Between
the hours of 10 and 4 they hope
to collect between 150 and 200
pints of blood from the College
community, PRIMARILY from

8

Tickats $1.50 at the door
or in advanc
Scott Auditorium
9 p.m.
ALL COLLEGE DANCE
Lowry Cantor
7 8. 9:30 FILM
Mataar Auditorium
p.m.

I

Saturday, May 5
1
9-10-

pm

.

REGISTRATION

COFFEE

WITH FACULTY
AND ADMINISTRATION

Faculty
Lounge

several years they

cts

Lowry Center Patio
STEAK FRY
p.m
in case of rain - Lowry Center
Dining Room
7 & 9 30 FILM
A Boy Named Charlie Brown
0

p-t-

n

Mateer Auditorium

formerly-helpositions
Research Associate in the
Department
of . Biological
Sciences of Dartmouth College, a
Research Chemist for the Mon
santo Research Corporation, and
a Research Assistant at Stanford
University, as weU as research
positions with flie Carnegie Institution of Washington,-InnsbrucUniversity in Austria (under a
Fulbiight fellowship), - end - the
University of Delaware.
d

a,

k

Wurster's specific research
Interests Include environmental
protection via legislation as wen
as numerous activities Inorganic
chemistry such as the ecological

effects of chlorinated hydrocarbons such as DDT.

He Is a 1952 graduate of Haver-fo-rd
College and holds MjS. and

PhJ). degrees from the University of Delaware and Stanford
University, respectively. Among
Wurster's personal Interests are
oiinthology and many other
aspects of natural history and
biology.

Population Institute
will sponsor interns

I
The Population Institute, a non- I profit
SOCCER
8 pIHe)
ZEITGEIST COFFEE HOUSE
institute In Washington.
Alumni vs. Woostar Varsity
Performances at V & i I
D.C., win - sponsor students who
f
Church House f- Wish to wnrlf
10:30 a.m. PARENTS' ASSEMBLY WITH STUDENTS
t
- -o tntama n
Address by President Drushal
8:15 pm. PARENTS' DAY PLAY
legislators'
to Investigate popu- I
McGaw Chapel
Fashion - a musical comedy
latlon-relatIssues in .state
Tickets $1.50 at the door or
11:15- OPEN FACULTY COURSE
government during the fan of
in advance
Scott Auditorium 1973.
DISCUSSIONS
11:45
.
1
Gordon Collins, Psychology
o.m.
Sue
8 p.nw
STUDENT TALENT SHOW
Wokefeld, Introducing
McGaw Chapel I
Each student will be placed
Leon Lecture Room, Wi short Hall
in
of a legislator and
John D. Milliken, Economics AH ie
I Winthedooffice
respurrh nn a enrtlao
Kemejak
Sunday, May 6
I of special Interest to himher.
Room 101 Wish art Hall
8:30- CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
aw syDjeci win xocus on a
fc45 a.m. - Melcher Fobes, Mathematics
Lowry Center I particular aspect of state popu- -I
9:30 a.m.
12:15 p.m.
Leon Lecture Room'
Donald Wise, Biology
lation policy and investigate in
10:35 a.m. WESTMINSTER CHURCH SERVICE
Room 101 Wi short Hall
The Regeneration Gap
: depth the way in which the state
'
Barrio Shepherd, Minister
11:30- government has handled mat
CAFETERIA STYLE LUNCHEON
McGaw Chapel
1:30 pm. Parents eat with students
Issue. Illustrative topics are
Lowry Center & Kittredge Hall
land-u- se
12 Noon SUNDAY BRUNCH
planning, population and
Lowry Center I sex education, tax laws, famOy- Cafeteria Style
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT .
DISCUSSION
services, contraceptive
DORMITORIES ARE OPEN ON FRIDAY AND
II planning
Acy Jackson, Director
advertising, population commls- -I
SATURDAY FROM 12 NOON UNTIL I A.M.
Lowry Center Ballroom
ston, health. Insurance coverage.
;
' and contraceptive
care, contra
:30

cm.
10 cm.

He has

In-concei- vable'

--

4:45-6:3-

Lowry Center Lobby

In the past

have heard almost ""every conex- ceivable and
cuse
up the blood- passing
for
and
Parents
Students
-o at D nil:
win bvi
mooue." wnen u comes . to
Lowry Center Lower Promenade f fact. however, it hardly hurts
1:30 p.m. TENNIS, Heidelberg
I at an, rarely has unpleasant
: side-effe- never dangerous
2 pm.
GOLF, Students and Parents
ones - and really It doesn't
'til dark
take that much time. Stacked
3 pm
ALL STAR SOFTBALL GAME
Galpin Park up against an excuses Is the
Students vs Faculty
fact that blood saves lives.
GAY NINETIES CARNIVAL -- run by
pm
aecrionse bins biuos
i
Galpin Park f
Fun for all ages
Weather Permitting

9 o.m.

lte.

are able.

- 3 p.m. OPEN HOUSE
In Caroar Planning & Placement Offices
Lowry Center Lower Promenade
3- - 5 p.m.
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

of Environmental
Sciences and Director of Graduate Studies, Marine Sciences
Research Center,' State University of New York at Stony Brook,
and Trustee and Chairman of the
Scientists Advisory Committee,
Environmental Defense Fund.

,

students.
As in the past, The Blood-mob- ile
Committee encourages
you to sign up on the big schedule
chart in Lowry so that you will
have some assurance mat you win
not be forced-- to wait more man
an hour. This Is not, of course,
a
We normally
I get upwards of 20 per cent walk- ln donors, so come any way you
pre-requls-

professor

as

2-

Lowry Center Lobby
p.m. REGISTRATION p.m.
8
Church
ZEITGEIST COFFEE HOUSE
House
Porformancos ot 9 & 11
I 8:15
PARENTS' DAY PLAY
World Premier of Fashion
I
A musical comedy
Book by Richard Bimonto
Music by Jamas N. Wis (Woostar '41)
5--

Wurster win present & lecture
sponsored by the Class of 1917,
entitled "DDT, the Environment
and the Law' at 8:15 p.m., Wednesday, April 25. He win be
available to talk with students
April 26.
Wurster Is currently associate

Bloodmobile returns

Parents Weekend
I

;

So it
College

his task of maintaining order
on campus. He, as other security directors across the nation,
has found that there is some
use of drugs on campus, though
It Is moving away from heroin
and LSD. He stated that, however, "Barbltuates and pep pills,
which have been used for years,
are still used, and marijuana has
become an everyday thing.

It appears that the view of
police as 'pigs' is somewhat
ludicrous as a description of
the COW Security force. As
to the extent of Security's contact
with users, Sherman explained,
"Security has been Involved In
situations of overdoses which
have been both intentional and
unexpected. We recently took a
to the Wooster Hospital who had collapsed by
Andrew's Library. We get the

vironmental complications.
la 1966, the Hopl and Navajo Council signed a lease permltlng
the Peabody Coal Co to strip 337 million tons of coal from the Hopl's
Sacred Black Mesa in Arizona; The Council which authorized this
lease was instituted by the UjS. government to act as a legal arm In
dealing with the Department of the Interior. Its authority within the.
tribe Is questionable, for the true tribal authority lies within the
representative body, the village leaders. These leaders are protesting the Invasion of the Black Mesa.
A HEALTH HAZARD APPRAISAL win be conducted soon for
freshmen. The project, run by Denny AntognoU, Jim Rakestrbw and
Paul Relman, sponsored by Dr. Startzman and the Student Health
Services, win Involve only a blood test and questionalre.
Designed to appraise a student's health, the tests are being offered at no cost to students Results will be available faU quarter.
The organizers hope to repeat the survey in a few years In
Freshman are asked to cooperate. Watch Potpourri for the
dates, times and places for the tests in each dorm.

pus.

law enforcement officers must
have a search warrant to obtain
information In a dorm. He added,
"I'm a firm believer In staying

i

On Wednesday, April 25, at 3 pjm. in Lowry Pit, Scott Demman,
former Staff member of the BLACK MESA DEFENSE FUND, will
The speak on the Hopl religious commitment to Black Mesa and the en-

of Wooster's police force.
College, then, is Security's
beat. The City Police have,
however, retained their right to
enter the campus In response to
requests for aid by students.
But, unless they are specifically
requested to assist, the City
police do not Interfere with the
normal functioning of the College,
and they win not come onto cam-

Sherman, continuing, said that

a residence hall, essentially, is
legally the same as one's home;

Jews Mfs

I

ceptive care for famines, and
equal rights legislation. These
are an Issues which are decided
primarily at the state level.

ed

I

i

i,
I

.

.

j
I

.

-

!l-2p.-

m.

I

.

The Political Science Department win consider granting two
(2) course credits for CO the
Internship and " population' research, and (2) extensive additional readings In the legislative
process. The Population Institute
win award successful candidates
a $300 stipend as weU as a limited
budget to cover the costs of
travel and research.'

.

Application procedures are not
complicated but need to be completed by' April 30. Students
Interested in applying should immediately contact Brad Karan;
Institute of Pontics.

.

c. amaze Eagle spectators

Henley and
by John MeE twain

flybroke the

Inning sacrifice

:

scoreless string before rain and

The basebtll Scots Increased . , darkness aborted the contest
their season slate to 9--3 Tuesday ' after eight.
I--

.

victory over host
The host of pro scouts who
. with a 5- -3
came to see Kravee barbequethe
Ashland College Ashland, pre- - vlously 7--2 against highly ranked r--. Scots saw instead senior Bin
; Henley sparkle In perhaps his
, competition sent national strike- out tine Ken Kravee to the mound v greatest game as a Scot, Hewas
to face the light hitting Scots. In total command for the final
While managing only two hits and -- seven Innings, not once allowing
tailing victim to the
an Eagle beyond second base.
; ten times, the Woo batters man- -.
He kept the opposition baffled
aged to provide pitcher BUI with curves and off -- speed pitches
Henley with Are runs and a win,
while punctuating with a fastball
- and Kravee with in early shower.
that surpassed that of Us opponAfter the Scots spotted Ashland
ent.. The Scot defense rallied
to v a three-r- un
advantage, by behind him when it counted,
commuting a host of first-tonimaking .several rally-killierrors, their
work was cut out plays on the
--

I

.

Jim

-

K-ma-

--

-

'

,

ster

-r--

-.-

-i-

'V'.;"'."

-1
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ng

rain-drench-

for them. Fortunately, Kravee

Friday April 20

'

:'.:.

" The Country Club of Ashland
was the site of last week's
36-h-

.
:

--

.

vs. Oberlin

.

owoy

away
home
Home 2:00

'

Again the Soots came home victorious by winning the collegiate
total of
division with a five-m773.: ,'' Ohio - Wesleyan finished
second at 777, Cleveland State

Wednesday April 26
Baldwin-Walla-ce

an

Home 3:00

.

ole

Ashland Invitational. The
tournament was divided Into two
divisions, the university division,
which Included Ohio University,
Toledo
University
Kent,
Bowling Green, andMarshall; and '
the college division, which Included Ohio Wesleyan, Youngstown,
Cleveland State, Aquinas, Akron
U
Wooster, and host Ashland.

:;'
'J.

by Forest Fessler

:

Home 3:30

'.
TENNisVs. GLCA
Mount
Union
BASEBALL vs.
GOLF vs. GLCA

BASEBALL vs.

r

Thinclads grab tenth spot
at Ohio (Lont erence relays
ijy Paul Cope

(51.9 in 440
nine, points in the two and four Tim McClinden
mile relays and the distance med- - yards). Doug Murphy (3:14.6 In
ley" relay.
1320 yards), and Chris Torrey
Conference champion Forrest (4:34.5 In the mile) completed the
Merten led the distance, medley distance in 10:37.5, breaking the
relay to a school record fourth ..old school record Of 10:40.7 set
place finish when he gave Wooster in 1963.
a twenty yard lead in the opening
880 yards with a 1:56.5 clocking. '
The two mile relay team of
.
Rick Day, - Bob Seel, Tim Mc
Cllnden, and Paul Cope took sixth
in their event behind a 2:02 half
mile from Day and a 2:03.8 from
Cope. Rick Day earlier lead off
the four mile relay team with one '
of the fastest miles in recent
school history when he ran the
distance In 4:23.4. AndyNaumoff,
Doug Murphy, and Chris Torrey
completed the four mile relay In

'

The Fighting Scots Track and
Field Team opened Its outdoor
season at Mount Union College
last weekend by placing tenth In
the Ohio Conference Relays. The
team exhibited its strength in the
distance events by scoring its
.

school record time, 18:18.6,'
shattering the existing record of
19:12.5

set in 1964.

efforts that failed to
score were the mile, sprint medley, and 880 yard relays. The
shot put and long Jump relays, In
which individual efforts are
totaled to a combined distance,
featured fine performances by
some of the team members. Troy
Schmidt heaved the shot 41 feet
2 Inches In his specialty, while
Tony Alford leaped 20 feet 7
; Inches in the long jump.
Relay

.

"

Junior Pawl Raima (lefr)
Forrest Merten. . i': t
.x--

s

double-head-

against Oberlin.

er

at Ashland golf tourney

away

TENNIS vs. GLCA
vs. Kenyon

'.

, nsan

Scot liriksmen victorious

'

:

i TRACK

LACROSSE

ed

Saturday the Scots will be looking to generate some more offensive punch as they travel to
Mount Union to defend their current first place standing (4-- 1) In
the O.A.C.

4--

Saturday April 21

i

i

Freshman' second baseman Dan Taylor stretches to connect in

"

did most of the work by Issuing
six walks, a base bit and a wild
pitch in the next Inning which
handed the Scots a 3 lead.
came suddenly
- The give-aw-ay
to . an end as a fierce pitchers
duel developed over the last six
Innings, Only Bob Dyer's eighth

'

".

ng

.'

;

.v

.
a-1-

icing
raf
, ; ;
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bcrto

The team's next meet is at
home today against Kenyon College, starting at 3:30. The team
travels to Akron University tomorrow to compete In
pas with freshman. relay meet. ... ... another--

:

:,i

.

match. The, Scots rolled over
bom teams with a 19-- 1 score.
Steve Bamberger's 75 was the
best score on the
links. Balr, Abbey, and Welshhans had 76, 77, and 78 respectively. Freshman Scott Anderson
playing in his first varsity match
carded an 80 and Jeff Luken had
an 81.

was third 784 and Ashland was
fifth at 792. The Scot barrage
.was led by seniors Scott Balr
8,
151 and Gary Welsbhans
7,
152. Sophomore "Rollo"
McKeon carded a 154 total, 7.
Freshman Steve Bamberger had
73-7-

rain-soak- ed

75-7-

77-7-

a 157 total, 8077, and Junior
John Kneen scored 159, 8,
The Scots scored better than eight
teams In the total field of twelve
teams, being beaten by threeOAC
schools in the university division,
Ohio U., Kent, and Bowling Green,
81-7-

Balrs first round 73 placed
htm as second medalist after the
first day of competition and together with Welshhans they finished as third and fourth place
medalists In the college division.

This weekend the links men host
the GJL.C.A. championship here
on the L.C. Boles course. Playing
two-dlng In the
event
will be Denlson, Kenyon, Oberlin,
Ohio Wesleyan, Kalamazoo, De- 36-h- ole

.
1

.

This past Tuesday the Scots
took on the Oberlin Yoemen and
the Otterbetn Otters in a trl-w-

ay

Pauwj Hopepand Wooster. The '
Scots win be defending their 1972
crown and going for their 64th
tournament win In as many starts.
The tournament starts Friday
afternoon at 2:00, with the final
round on Saturday morning.

ay

'Oterlin Review' blasts racial
attitudes of Wooster spectators
And even when seemingly complimenting the referees, some
fans-- allowed their
Wooster
racism to get in the way. 'This
fan mentioned how the 'black boy
was doing a good Job of officiating, Reeves said, Now if you
looked at the man officiating the
game, you knew darn well be was
no 'boy.'

excerpt
the
from
An
OBERLIN REVIEW commented
on the attitude of Wooster fans
at last month's OAC basketball
tournament. Particular references were made about black
athletes and about Oberlln's
coach, Tommle Smith,
"Oberlin Physical Education
Secretary Chris
Department
Reeves says the Wooster fans
were 'Just plain mean and
hostile. And Oberlin P.E. graduate student Candy Croucher
couldn't believe some of the
things she heard.
"Reeves', who Is black, says.
The man behind me kept saying,
'Let's beat those coons. I know
there are not a lot of blacks
around Wooster, but since It Is a
college community I thought people had graduated from calling
us coons.
"Reeves said that whenever an
official's call went Oberlln's way
- a rare occurrence according to
many observers - the Wooster
fans behind her would shout comments like 'Donn be afraid of
that black fist, ref,' an obvious
reference to Coach Tommle
Smith's dignified 1968 Olympic
victory stand demonstration.'
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Sailing club anticipates successful sec&
team has surprised many other
collegiate teams. In a regatta on
ttie east coast during the college
spring break this year, Scot
sailors placed third behind the
Merchant Marine and Coast
Guard teams.
This is the second season for
the college's Intercollegiate saU--

by Jeff Adair
Wooster may be landlocked except for Miller's Poods and the
Kfflbuck Creek, bat several Col-le- ge
of Wooster navigators hare
not let that dry cut their sailing
spirits. Despite poor sailing con
ditions here, Wooster's sailing

,

The Scot spot

I

tag team. Last year they gar- particular regatta Is highly
nered several sailing trophies recognized since it Is sponsored
and hope to repeat the feat again by the leading sailing my. ga Tine,
"Near home the team encounthis season In the remaining retered competition problems. In
gattas.
Yachting magazine sponsored a a recent regatta sponsored by
regatta at the Merchant Marine Bowling Green State University,:
Academy this spring. The team the Scot sailors placed Sevenths
in a field of 14. Price says the '
from the landlocked school surprised many observers. Wooster team did not do wellbecause some
was the only mldwestern school of tiie better team sailors were
In the field of eight teams, and the unable to attend the regatta.
Woosters navigators plan to
eastern schools were heavily favored over Wooster. Scot sailor enter two more regattas tills
Tom Price placed second In his season. John Carroll University
division, and teammate Ron will hold one soon with several
Boehm captured fifth in a second Ohio colleges participating. The
division, giving the Wooster team Scot team win send its two best
third place overall behind two crews to a regatta in Chicago
sailing powers, the Merchant Ma- - later tills season. The two crews
rtne Academy and the Coast will compete against some of the
Guard academy.
best sailors In the Midwest.
A local regatta with Ashland
This is a very respectable
finish since probably few teams College students is tentatively
have beaten the Coast Guard and planned for this season. It would
Merchant Marine at "their own be held on Charles Min Lake
sport.'
Price remarked this near Mansfield. Price would
"

.

Big Al has resigned and Helen has been selected as
new sports editor. Since I am a liberated woman and
am not willing to admit that I know nothing about sports
in general, I then find myself looking for intelligent
sports-mind- ed
people who would appreciate a chance
to offer informal comments for those who are "into"
sports and especially for those who are not, but would
like to be, like myself. Any comments about any

seasonal sport, a particular game, the best player, the
coach's strategy, predictions, lans, bat girls, or any
kind of interesting opinion about the world of sports
would be greatly appreciated. Articles may be dropped
in the box at .the VOICE office or mailed to Helen at
Box 1547.

N

.

Women's tennis racks up second win
The Women's Tennis team won

Twenty-fo- ur

4--

2--

and Ohio

ce,

tried out

for the squad this year. Seven
starting positions are dominated
by freshmen. First singles spot
has been filled with freshman,
Mary Randall. The Iowa native
Is rated third in her state, and
plays very conslstantly, with a
variety of strokes. Captain Judy

against Newark of OSU 5- -0 on Saturday. They previously had
beaten Kenyon 1, last Thursday. The Scottles now stand 0,
with upcoming match against
Baldwin-Walla-

women

- ,

I
.

re-gatta-v--.,

own any frying Junior boats. Because so many clubs have these
boats a special racing classification has been,' created for them.

--

--

their second contest of the season

,

like to borrow some sailboats
from the Mohican Sailing Club
- on Charles Mill Lake for the regatta, but he is having trouble
with the negotiations. Until the
boats can be acquired, Wooster
' win not be able to host the
A strong handicap to the team
of 55 students are the sailboats
owned by the club. Price says
they are very old and in need of
repair. Woosrers club does not

has retained ' her
second singles position for the
third straight year. Carol Hahn,
also a freshman, claimed the
third singles position. She has
played very well against her Kenyon and Newark opponents.

spot. Pat Vlttum and Cindy Guyer
fill the second doubles position.
Both teams are freshman-Juni- or
pairs. Diana and Pat are veter- -'
ans of last year's 2 team. The

Donaldson

7--

four doubles players have been
credited with a competitive spirit
and coachablllty by their coach,
Maria Sexton.
Dr.
'
Other top contenders for positions Include:
Barb Dickson,
Ellen Greullck, Beth Powers, and
Molly Schnaars from Pennsylvania. Nancy Haddlck, Deb Falls,
Kay Meeker, Ann Stamp and Kim
Taple are from Ohio. Liz Pease
from Florida, Mary Lou Dunn
from Massachusetts, and Martha
Gazlay from Michigan, round out
the team.
Coach Sexton looks forward to
a good season, with an abundance
of new talent.

Diana Westcott and Alpha Alex-

ander play In the first doubles

"

:

v

Wooster has not been able to
compete In that class unless they
could borrow one from another
club.
Club members travel the 25
miles to Charles Mill every Saturday and Sunday to perfect their
skins on the crafts. They are
given a varsity sport credit toward their physical education
graduation requirement through
participating on the team.
It may be believed by some that
landlocked sailors would not be
good sailors, but the Scot navigators have proven that theory
wrong. Route 30 has served as a
good river to take the team to
weekly practices In Mansfield-prac- tice
mat has developed them
into one of the best college sailing clubs in the country.
.
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majors Performing
Tuesday, April 24, 1973
6:00 to 8:30 P.M.

SWA music

Students on Board Plan
$1.10 Discount
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The Gift Corner
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CORNER PUB. SQUARE
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THE WOOSTER INN
Announces
A Dinner Concert
gg&Featuring a String Enaembleig:.-Coii.g. of wooster
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One'Hoor Cleaning
Until 4
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ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
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Look To Us For
All Your Banking Needs
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